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AUSTRALIAN EXCLUSIVE/PREMIERE 
 
PROPELLER (UK) 
Henry V/The Winter’s Tale 
 
Propeller perform Shakespeare’s works as dramatic tales, as current today as when 
they were penned over 400 years ago. Their approach is shot through with heady 
vigour and audacious imagination, reminding us of the thrill and daring at the heart 
of great theatre. 
 
The troupe is led by the indefatigable Edward Hall, who brings wit, pace and 
intelligence to every play he tackles. As well as being Artistic Director of Propeller, he 
lends his expertise as Associate Director at the National Theatre, the Old Vic and the 
Watermill Theatre. 
 
Expect Shakespeare with swagger and surprise, guts and gusto in two exemplary 
productions: 
  
Henry V 
 
At the dawning of King Henry V’s reign, power and morality collide amid plots of 
intrigue, duplicity and a perilous turn to France. Outnumbered five to one, the 
English army faces the Battle of Agincourt, roused from their fears by the lyrical 
eloquence and raw power of Henry’s St Crispin’s Day Speech.  
 
The Winter’s Tale 
 
Poetry and calamity invigorate this brilliantly woven fairy tale for a cold winter’s 
night. Struck by a sudden and strange paranoia, King Leontes imagines plots 
abounding all around. He sets off a disastrous chain of events that threaten his 
kingdom, yet receives a miraculous chance at redemption from the Gods.  
 
 
Making what is familiar new and surprising ... [Propeller] are bold and delicate, 
startling and comforting.  
NY TIMES 
 
… tremendous zest and a ceaseless flow of bright ideas.  
TELEGRAPH 
 
Propeller have brought Shakespeare kicking and screaming into the 21st century. 
THE METRO  
 

-continues- 
 



 

 
DIRECTOR: Edward Hall  
TEXT ADAPTATION: Edward Hall and Roger Warren  
DESIGN: Michael Pavelka  
LIGHTING: Ben Ormerod  
MUSIC: Propeller  
SOUND: David Gregory  
 

BOOKINGS AND FESTIVAL INFO: 6488 5555 • perthfestival.com.au 
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For further information, interviews or images please contact: 
WA MEDIA: Rania Ghandour  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown    
+61 8 6488 8618 / 0403 025 535   +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  

rghandour@perthfestival.com.au  miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 
  
Perth International Arts Festival 

Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival is the 

longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier cultural 

event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its international 

program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic experiences for its audience.  

For 60 Festivals we have welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest living artists and now 

connect with over 300,000 people each year. 

Jonathan Holloway is the Artistic Director 2012-2015.  
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